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COMPUTUS MAC!! 1KB 
FOR THE 

SOLUTION OF URSB SYSTEMS OF LIBBAR AL0E8RAIC EQUaTlOM 

John V. Atanasoff 

It i s the main purpose of th i s paper to present a description end 

exposition of s computing machine which has been designed principally for 

the solution of large systems of linear algebraic equations. In th i s des

cription an effort wi l l be made t o strik© an advantageous mean between 

-vague generalities and the confusing detail of actual working plans* In 

order t o accomplish th i s end the language w i l l necessarily be eomewhat 

schematic and functional, but i t i s hoped that th i s w i l l aid rather than 

hinder an evaluation of the practicability of the present design. The 

lBtrodui>hcj,y part of th i s paper wi l l also contain an outline of the u t i l 

i ty which a successful machine of t h i s kind wi l l have and a short resume 

of the development of th i s machine. A financial statement i s appended 

which shows the source of funds and other less tangible aids which the pro

ject has received, the way that these eonsiderations have been expended and 

a proposed budget for the future. 

Ut i l i ty . In the treatment of many mathematical problems one requires 

the solution of systems of linear simultaneous algebraic equations. The 

occurrence of such systems i s especially frequent in the applied f ie lds of 

s t a t i s t i c s , physics and teehnolofry. The following l i s t indicates the range 

of problems in which the solution of systems of linear algebraic equations 

constitutes an essential part of the mathematical diff icultyi 

1. Multiple correlation. 
2 . Curve f i t t ing , 
3 . Method of least squares. 
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4 , vibrat ion problems including the vibrat ional Bamen ef fec t , 
5 , E lec t r ica l c i rcu i t analysis* 
6 , Analysis of e l a s t i c s t ruc tu res . 
7 , Approximate solut ion of many problems of e l a s t i c i t y , 
8# Approximate solution of problems of quantum mechanics. 
9 , Perturbation theorise of mechanics, astronomy and the 

quantum theory. 

This l i s t oouli be expanded roty considerably, for l inear algebraic systems 

are found in a l l applications of mathematics which possess a l inear aspect . 

I t I s in teres t ing t o notice tha t t h e applicat ions of l inear algebraic systems 

t o prac t ica l problems are of two kinds . If a f i n i t e set of basic elements 

can be found so that the mathematical equations isomorphic with physical ob

jec t iv i ty const i tu te a f i n i t e a lgebra, the appl icat ion i s direct and exact 

and i s generally characterized as algebraic* If, on the other hand, no 

f in i t e set of basic elements can be found but an in f in i t e set must be used, 

the mathematical equations form an in f in i t e algebra and the problem i s l ike ly 

t o be referred t o a s one in ana lys i s . In such cases there I s often no way t o 

arr ive a t an exact solution and the f in i t e systems of l inear algebraic equa

t ions form part of some approximate method of solving the problem. Items 

1 t o 6 In the above l i s t a re usually of the former typei items ?, 8, 9 are 

of the l a t t e r type . The wr i t e r i s of the opinion that such approximate 

methods using large systems of l inear a l jabra ie equations const i tu te the 

only prac t ica l method of solving many problems involving l inear operational 

equations. (T> i s general type of equation ineludea d i f fe ren t ia l and integral 

equations as special eases,} This point of view i s well substantiated by 

examining the l i t e r a t u r e . 

In t h i s way the solution of large systems of l inear algebraic equations 

const i tu tes an Important part of mathematical appl ica t ions . The theory and 

method of solution of such systems Is well known and, i f the number of 
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unknowns is small (the number of equations Is generally but not always equal 

to the number ©f unknowns), this solution presents no difficulties. However 

the satisfactory treatment of many problems, certain oases of each Item of 

the above list for instance, requires the use of ten or more unknowns. In 

the approximate methods It is the general rule that to secure a closer ap

proximation more unknowns must be used, Mow it is easy to see that the 

principal term in the anouafe of labor needed to solve a system of equations 

is k # In which I is the number of unknowns and k is a constant. Since an 

expert computer requires about eight hours to solve a full set of eight 

equations in eight unknowns, k is about l/64. To solve twenty equations 

in twenty unknowns should thus require 186 hours. But this calculation 

does not take into effect the increased labor due to the greater chances 

of error In the larger systems and hence the situation is much worse than 

this. The solution of general systems of linear equations with a number 

of unknowns greater than ten is not often attempted. But this is precisely 

what is needed to make approximate methods more effective in the solution 

of practical problems. 

The machine described in this paper has been designed to fill this need. 

It is the hope of the writer that eventually some sort of computational ser

vice can be provided to solve systems of equations accurately and at low 

cost for technical and research purposes. 

Development of the idea. About seven years ago the writer began to 

Investigate the feasibility of mechanising this solution. Re was aware of 

the poesibility of using a mechanical or electrical analogue but discarded 

this met od, as being too inaccurate and cumbersome when many equations are 

to be solved, in favor of a method employing direct calculation of the 
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results desired. An examination of the theory of such systems of equations 

and of the isomorphic theory of matrices and determinants shows there is 

only one practical method of procedure, the w»li known process of success

ively eliminating one variable between pairs of equations until an answer 

is obtained* Cramer*e solution in terms of determinants doss not furnish 

a better computational approach to the problem because one is then faoed 

with the evaluation of the determinants, which is as difficult a problem as 

the solution of the original system of equations. Computers rarely employ 

determinants in the solution of linear systems of equationsi In fact. It 

is easy to show that the work is best arranged in the old form* 

After the writer had formulated the general outline of a plan for 

mechanizing this elimination process, an attempt was made to realize this 

process by using the computational capacity of the commercial punehcd-esmrd 

tabulating equipment. Bather complete details were worked out for this 

application but it was finally abandoned, principally because the computa

tion capacity of even those machines is not large enough. The construction 

of a machine, from the beginning, of sufficient capacity seemed too involved 

to be attempted with the available resources* 

However the solution of this problem seemed so Important for practical 

applications that work was not abandoned. Considerable thought was given 

to the design of a computing mechanism that would simultaneously be simple, 

fast, and accurate. After many attempts to devise a conventional computing 

mechanism with these properties attention was turned to the possibility of 

changing the base of the numbers In which the computation is carried out, 

Tvr a short time the base one-? undred was thought to have some promise but 

a calculation of the speed of computations carried out In terms of this 
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base showed i t to be so low as to make I t s use out of the question, 2ewev»r 

th is same calculation showed that the bast, that theoretically gives the high* 

est speed of calculation i s e , th* natural base. But the base of a number 

system must be an Integer, and a further calculation Indicated that the bases 

two and three yield number systems with the seas and consequently the highest 

applicable speed of calculation. The choice of the base for a system of num

bers to be used for mechanical calculation i s a rather different question 

than if the numbers are to be used in mental calculation. In the la t ter case 

one would choose the largest base for wl-.io the ecsaputsr could easily remem* 

ber the multiplication tables . The base ten i s well established and numbers 

to t h i s base are satisfactory for mental computation although numbers to the 

base twelve would probably be better , 

owever, for mechanized cosaputation the base two shows a great superior-

i ty , *• have seen that in speed of operation bace-two aaoMaes possess a 

theoretical advantage ever machines using any ether base except three and in 

th is ease the theoretical speeds are equal, fven a cursory examination indi

cates that computing mechanisms using base two are much simpler than these 

using any other base* This advantage may seem at least partly balanced by 

the fact that the base two required loggl0»3»34 times as many places to work 

to the same accuracy as the conventional machines using the base tent however 

we shall see, in the final design, hew i t is possible to build machines to the 

base two (and perhaps to other bases) with only an insignificant increase in 

cost and complexity for additional places. The use of the base two In the 

contruetion of computing machines shows a further advantage If i t i s desired 

to incorporate in the machine a device for making a record of the results of 

calculation in such a form that I t may be used to reinsert the numbers in the 
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machine* This result i s usually accomplished by having the tnaehine control 

the punching of a card* When it is desired to reinsert the number in the 

machine the punehlngs on the card are used to mechanically or electrically 

control the machine and so reinsert the number, Sow at each spot on the 

card there are two possibi l i t ies! either there is a hole or there i s no 

hole. This corresponds exactly to the use of base-two numbers and greatly 

simplifies the mechanism for punching the card and reading i t . Furthermore 

if there are b possibil i t ies at each spot on the card i t is easy to demon

strate that the use of numbers to the base b permits the card to carry the 

maximum amount of information. In the present c*se th is means that a card 

of a certain else used with the base-two recording system will carry sere 

than three times as much data as if used with the conventional base-ten 

BenMM*; 

It is of course not the purpose of the writer t e promote the general 

use of the base-two system of numbers but th i s would perhaps be feasible in 

a highly mechanised civi l isat ion. In th is case a l l tables could advantage

ously be mechanized for th i s would be much easier than with the present 

number system* iven with actual present conditions, under which i t will 

probably be neeeaeary t o make *»rts of every set of calculations in terms of 

numbers to the base ten , i t seesms highly desirable to change to numbers in 

the base two in making extended mechanised calculations such as in the so

lution of large systems of linear algebraic equations. This i s oartieular-

ly the case since i t will be shown to be a very simple matter to incorpor

ate in the design of the •MetM a mechanised transformation table which 

will automatieeily transform the numbers between the two bases and the 
operator will not be burdened by the process* 
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After obtaining these resu l t s an effort was made t o devise a computing 

mechanism operating with the base two which would combine, t e the fu l les t 

possible extent , s impl ic i ty , speed and accuracy, ?^ost base-ten computers 

have wheels which, in the operation of the mac in s , assume one of ten 

posit ions thus giving the value of t he d ig i t in tha t place* For brevity 

we shall c a l l these wheels abacus elements, The analagr.us elements in base-

two computers w i l l have t o be able to assume two positions} t o put the mat

t e r moro generally i t wi l l have t e be an element capable of assuming two 

s t a t e s corresponding to t he two values 9 and 1 which the d ig i t in tha t pos

i t i o n can assume. Several forms were ccnsldered for t ' d s abacus element! 

1, Purely mechanical one-dimensional systems with two posit ions 
of equilibrium, moved from one posi t ion t o another with a 
mechanical force, 

2 , A moving reed Ilk© the armature of a polarised re lay , ?&oved 
by electromagnetic ac t ion , 

3 , A small piece of re tent ive ferromagnetic mater ia l , the two 
s ta tes heiKf-; the direct ions of magnetisation of the mater ia l , 
t h i s condition I s changed by a strong magnetic f i e l d , 

4* Certain c i r cu i t s involving vacuus tubes in which there are two 
condition* of s table equilibrium, (The scale of turn eountar used 
in counting cosmic ray pulses has a c i r cu i t of t . i a type . ) 

5 . A small e l e c t r i c a l eondmser, the two s t a t e s being direct ions of 

charge. 

I t i s obvious that t h i s element w i l l need t o be a simple Inexpensive a f f a i r 

since i t w i l l hare t© be repeated thousands of times in a machine of any e l s e . 

At f i r s t the f i f th type of element was omitted from consideration, because the 

s t a te of charge was considered too t rans i to ry a phenomenon t o be used for 

holding numbers in the machine* Eowevsr, a f t e r many forme of ©aeh of the 

others l i s t ed had been considered and in rany cases t r i e d without yielding 

an element tha t was sat isfactory as regards c o s t , simplicity or readiness 
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with which it could be interrelated with the rest of the mechanism, attention 

was turned to the possibility of using a small condenser* Then the idea 

occurred to the writer that it might be possible to so arrange the mechanism 

that the machine would jog its memory at short intervals, and this idea has 

been incorporated along with the use of condensers as abacus elements in 

the present design* The condensers will retain their memory (i,e, their 

charge) to a sufficient degree for five minutes but they have it Jogged 

(i.e. they are recharged in their original direction) at intervals of per

haps a second. 

The next problem was the design of the computing mechaniei itself. The 

magnitude of the charge on small condensers fits in naturally with the use 

of thermionic tubes since this charge is large enough to control the grids 

of these tubes but small eneu# to be taken from the plate circuit of the 

tube. The first plans made were to use the circuit of the scale-o^-two 

counters but after months of experimental work this idea was abandoned be

cause of the inherent instability of the circuits. At times these circuits 

could be mad* to work but obscure factors strongly influenced their operation. 

At last the writer hit upon another type of circuit that in the end proved 

very atebilo and entirely satisfactory in other ways, T is circuit operates 

upon new principles in the computing art, principles that are rather analo

gous to the function of the human brain in mental calculation* The circuit 

takes cognizance of what is in a given abacus element, what is to be added 

into or subtracted from the element* and from a memory device it receives a 

signal Indicating carry over from the previous place* Paving been taught 

by a man with a soldering iron it selects the right answer and replaces what 

Is in the counter by this result. The computing mechanism, being a vacuus-
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tube ci rcui t , operates at such speed that i t can be used over and over again 

to add the various digi ts , and additional places only require the use of 

additional abacus elements, that is.additional condensers. At the same 

time the over-ell complexity and cost of the computing machine i s greatly 

other details of the developmental work that has led to the final 

design could be given but i t i s fel t that the past pages give seme idea of 

the scope and duration of these efforts* 
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W8CBIFFI05 ASS UPOSITIOI OF MACKIBE 

The actual description of the machine and the explanation of its 

operation will be preceded by two sections of an introductory character. 

The first will introduce a terminology for describing the functional parts 

of any ordinary calculating machine (for instance the Monroe) in such a 

general way that it will later be useful in describing the new machine. 

The second will give the method used to mechanise the solution of systems 

of linear algebraic equations. Since the solution of such systems is the 

principal objective of the present design, the details of construction 

will be clearer with an explanation of the method of accomplishing this 

end in mind* 

i, general Principles of Computing Machines, 

A principal component In the construction of any computing machine la 

a set of • elements, each capable of assuming b positions or states in 

which b is the integral base of the number system that the computing ma

chine Is designed to employ. The number n is determined by the accuracy 

wt loh is desired of the computing machine* We shall call such a set of 

elements an abacus. It is clear that within the limits set by n «• can 

adjust the abacus to represent any number of base b* In an Arable number 

system of base b a number P is represented by the form£ P.b* , o*j>j<b* 

The t-fch element of the abacus a^ is set in the state \* 

The usual computing machine contains two or more abaci and In almost 

all cases these differ i n function and structure* This differentiation 

comes about in the following way* It is of course essential that com

puting machines combine numbers as well as represent them* The typical 
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operation of combination Is to add or subtract the number in one abacus 

to or from that contained in the other* The numbers in the two abaci thus 

play different roles, one is left unchanged, the other is enhanced or di

minished by the first in the course of the operation* It is net essential 

that the abaci be of different structure, it would in fact be an advantage 

in a versatile computing machine if their roles could be reversed at will. 

However, economy generally requires the greater specialisation of structure. 

The one that is unchanged will be called the keyboard abacus (ka) and the 

one that is changed will be called the counter abacus (ca). The ka often 

carries the additional feature that it can be set with the fingers, the 

ca often carries visible figure*- so that the resul ,s that it contains can 

be read with the eye} but these are special features of calculating machines 

since these ends are sometimes accomplished in other ways. 

The cocci ion of the two abaci is normally not direct but through the 

agency of a fr lrd structure which will be called an add-subtraot mechanism 

(asm)* This asm must bring the abacus elements into ooaetion with a spe

cific correspondence, add or subtract the one from the other and take care 

of carry-over or borrowing as the ease may be. 

Multiplication (division) is carried out by successive additions (sub

tractions). To avoid having to repeat the operation of the asm more than 

b-1 times, arrangements are made to shift ths correspondence betwee the 

elements of the ka and the ca. Thus if the normal correspondence is 

kai-e-roai the correspondence kai«-»-eai+m (i, • integers) multiplies by 

bjn ths number added in by a single action of the asm. The exact way that 

the shift is used in multiplication and division is rather obvious and 

will not be described. 
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One point of interest is the following. The average number of actions 

of the asm needed to multiply a number P by a number X of s places is 

s(b-l)/2. Since the number of places in a number X is sslog x/logb ths 

number of operations required ie (b-l)log X/21ogb In terms of X and b. By 

the use of this formula it is easy to show that the number of separate 

operations is 2,79 times as great for base-ten numbers as for base-two num

bers. This indicates one fundamental advantage of the baee-trwo number system 

in machine calculation, 

2. Method of Mechanizing Solution of Linear Algebraic Systems. 

Ws can now understand how systems of equations can be solved by the 

use of computing maohines of large capacity. Let the system consist of N 

equations in K unknowns and suppose the machine ooniains Ny-1 ca's and H+l 

ka*6 and that the individual elements of either are indicated by such no

tation as a^j (isl—Ntl, jsl n), the first index thus indicating which 

abacus, the second which element. The coefficients and constant term of 

one equation are placed on the ca's, the corresponding coefficients and 

constant term of another equation on the ka's. Suppose the correspondence 

is drawn so that 

and an action of the asm takes plaoe. It is easy to see that the resulting 

numbers on the ca's are the coefficients and constant term of a new equation 

linearly dependent on the original two. However, one may select a process 

of repeated actions for various values of m that reduces one of the coef

ficients (i.e., the number on one of the ca's) to zero4 (In this prooess, 

like division, the remainder on the machine is reduced to zero). The re

sulting numbers are the coefficients and constant terra of the equation 

obtained by eliminating one unknown between the original two. By obvious 
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repetitions of th i s process the number of unknowns i s reduced to om, giving 

the value of th is unknown* By other eliminations between th is final result 

and previous results a l l unknowns can be determined* 
8* ^gagrctlai Elements of Computer. 

The computing machine under construction Is arranged t c employ nua-

here with base of two (b»2)* The abacus elements 50 in number (neSO) are 

small tubular paper condensers of .0015 mfds, capacity* These condensers are 

arranged to occupy radial positions within a hollow cylinder of bakelite. 

Their inner terminals are connected to a common lead* the outer terminals 

are connected to contacts which pass through the cylinder wall, (Fig, S). 

The condensers which form the elements of one abacus and, the i r contacts 

are arranged in a plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis , and are spaced 

at 6° intervals so that the 50 contacts occupy about 300° of the complete 

circle• The engagement Is so compact that 82 abaci of th i s slse (4R0 

base-ten place capacity) are placed in each bakelite cylinder, (8" diameter, 

11" long). According t o present i l i tfj l only SO abaci are used at one time, 

the others are reserved as spares to be used if any condensers f a i l . Two such 

sets of abaci are provided, one for the ca ' s and one for the ka ' s , A posi

t ive charge on the outer end of a oond#ne*r corresponds to zero, a negative 

charge to 1* The magnitude of the charge does not matter except that the 

resulting negative potentials must not be less than the five volts necessary 

to block the vacuum tubes employed. The condensers are charged to about -50 

vol ts , lose one-half the i r charge in perhaps 5 minutes, an<} t h u e *h* abaci 

can hold thei r numbers for a considerable length of time without attention* 

However, we shall see that the i r charges are renewed at intervals of one 

second In the present design* 

The cylinders containing the ka*s and the ca 's rotate upon a common 
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axis at a speed of 1 r . p . s . (Pig, 10), Brashes bear upon thei r contacts 

to read the charges en the condensers and recharge them. This i s shown 

schematically In Fig* 1 which shows one ka and one ca along with the c i r 

cuits necessary to hemp the sonde; sere charged and to permit the ka to com

pute into the ca. Three brushes bear en the ka and two on the ca. To see 

how the condensers of ka are kept charged we observe that a condenser con

tact touches the brushes in order 3j 3g Bj_» Condensers C5 and Cg are small 

compared with the abacus condensers and become charged practically to the 

same potent Sal* however, the triode Tg Is without plate potential and the 

charge on i t s grid i s inconsequential. If the given condenser in ka is nega

t ive Tg is blocked, thus raising the potential of i t s plate* This high plate 

potential i s applied t o the grid of T| through the network, making th i s 

tube pass. The plate potential of Tj drops from about 120 to 50 volts as a 

consequence. The condenser c2 causes th i s state of affairs to remain in 

effect at least until the next condenser terminal strikes Bg (6° later in 

the rotation of ka)* Meanwhile* (3° later) the condenser contact touches 

B|« The lead connected to the seamen condenser terminals marked Boost is 

alternately at 0 potential when a condenser contact is touching 3g or B_ or 

a t+ 90 volts when a similar contact Is touching % C^B1# Bg • 3©,Z8£# Ss*3°). 

So In th is case the condenser receives a charge of -40 v, (negative terminal 

outward), likewise, if a condenser on passing Bg i s positive It will re

ceive a charge of+ 80 v en passing Bj* 

The^ehift i s accomplished bj the switch S j . When i t is moved t e 

position 3 It ie easy to see that the numbers on the condensers are moved 

forward (in the direction of motion^ one place* This electrical method of 
"7 

Shifting i s a great advantage over ehangie the angular relation between 
( — 

the cylinder and the brushes. The switch would normally be moved from poel-
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tion f to 3 during the vacant part of the cycle (l«e*» when the part of the 

cylinder without condensers or contacts i s passing the brushes) and held 

titers for one cycle (one revolution of the abaci cylinder) only* The out

put Tj immediately shows the shift and retains i t because of the shifted 

position ef the cumbers en ka* 

If $g is closed there i s & connection from Tj through a reelstance net

work t o a point D on the asm. As the plate of T, ©wings from 60 to 100 volts 

the point £> takes on a smaller swing, say from a value of loss than -5 volts 

to a value greater than aero* The points 8 and C take en similar values, B 

being controlled by the condenser touching Bg and C by the carry-over eonden-

^ * eer C4* The asm uaitos these pule a, charging f t* condensers of ca at 8j 

with a number equal to the sua of the numbers on ka and ca If F i s high and 

3 low, and the difference in the opposite oase* At the same time the carry

over condenser C* Is charged accordlag to the carry-over required to make 

the results correct* 

Sxaotly how this i s accomplished can be seen by reference to Fig, 2 

which gives the details of the connections of the asm* The let ters given 

correspond to those of Fig, I , !o attempt will be made to describe in de

t a i l the way the circuit reacts to each of the sixteen possible conditions 

with which i t must contend but the following considerations will eaable the 

reader to fellow through any particular case* 

The veottum tubes used in the circuit arc twia tr iodes, (type 6C80), 

la the drawing ths triodes are indicated separately but only seven envelopes 

are needed for a single asm* Each triode shifts between two extreme states 

in the operation ef the circuit i the grid in the range from less than -5 
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volts to a value greater than aero* the plate in the rang* from 120 volts to 

a value less than 50 volts when a plate resistor of €3,000 ohms Is used, (It 

Is found to be advantageous to slightly alter the plate resistor at certain 

points of the circuit but this is a refinement not nesded in an explanation 

of the circuit). 

There are two principal typos of circuit® la Which the tubes are used. 

The triodes 1* 2* and 5 have their grids connected to small condensers and 

their potentials do not change until a new charge is placed on these con

densers (the triode 2 can also be discharged through the agency of the 

trlode I}* a ths other hand, the tubes 4* 5* 5, 7, 8* 10, 11, 12, IS, 14 

have resistance networks across their grids consisting of p equal resistors 

connected to various plates and one resistor connected to the -120 v bias 

supply* A symbol of the type (p,q) will bo noticed beside each of the 

triodes in Pig* 2, This indicates that there are p plate connections to 

the grids of this trlode eni that the bias supply resistor is adjusted so 

that at least q plates will have to be low, i*e*, less than 50 volts, to 

block this trlode* Experience as well as theory shows that when p*3, the 

largest nuaber used* that the grid tf the given tube changes about 12 volts 

when one of the plates connected to It changes from low to hi?; . IMHI ha* 

proved adequate to make tie action of the device sharp and clean since a 

grid swing of only 5 volts is needed. Within a considerable range (which 

can be easily increased if necessary) the tube characteristics and the 

values of resistors and other circuit elements make no difference in the 

results obtained* Comparable remarks are applicable to any computing 

machine* 

By following the diagram and making use of the (p,q) symbols attached 

to the various triodes, it is easy to verify the following table. In this 
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table I stands for the h i # e r voltage in the rang* and L for the lower* 

•a bera 
Presented 

D 

0 0 

0 0 

0 1 

0 1 

1 0 

1 0 

1 1 

2 1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

Corresponding 
Vcltag* 

8 

H 

H 

El 

It 

L 

L 

1 

L 

D 

1 

B 

L 

L 

H 

1 

L 

L 

1 

1 

H 
i 

> 

L 

1 

.} 
L 

Addition 
F-high 

A 

1 

1 

1 

L 

1 

L 

G-low 

C 

1 

1 

L 

8 

L 

L 

Subtraction 
F-low G—high 

A 

1 

1 

B 

L 

H 

L 

C 

1 

L 

L 

| 

H 

L 

The symbols A and C represent the two output terminals. If A Is high 

the corresponding abaci element carries a zero, if A is low a one. Like

wise if C is low there is a carry-over into or a borrowing from the next 

higher place. 

In th is way the machine rapidly performs the elsrasntary operations of 

addition and subtraction. Other operations are carried on much as in ether 

calculating machines, the chief difference being that the electrical prin

ciple allows great versat i l i ty of operation and control. It will be acted 

that there are no mechanical oscillations at the computing frequency and 

so full advantage may be taken of the high speed of the electrical vacuum-

tube c i rcui ts . 
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** ^l
8*"*7wo ^ ^ ^ochanlsms 

rnrpo** of base-two card*. In u*Ing the machine It i s highly desirable 

to have available means for recording the results of Intermediate steps of 

a computation and for reinserting these results as required, Strictly 

speaking, such a mechanism i s only an auxiliary part of the machine, and 

not a pert of the actual computing devices} however, i t Is an essential 

auxiliary i f an over-all speed of operation consistent with the speed of 

computing i s t o be obtained. 

Since computet! ns are carried on with base-two numbers i t i s logical 

to record Intermediate results as base-two numbers. Also, for reasons 

pointed out in the introduction, a punehed-card system of recording, such 

as here contemplated, permits more than three times the information to be 

carried on a given card i f base two rather than base ten i s used. Only 

one row of bole-possibi l i t ies i s required for any number* making i t pos

sible to express thirty 50-plaoe base-two numbers* the maximum carried by 

the computing abaci, on a single card of reasonable sis** 

Sew system of recording data. At the outset i t was decided that con

ventional methods of mechanical punching were not suitable for th i s machine* 

as a tentative punching rate of 80 holes per second was deemed necessary* 

(This rate corresponds to the rate of revolution of the abaci, 60 places in 

S/® seconds* and also enables convenient use to be made of the CO-cyole power-

line frequency, as wi l l be seen l a t e r ) . Accordingly, attention was paid to 

the possibi l i ty of punching holes by e lectr ical discharge** making use of 

the fact that certain dielec r les , once punctured in any spot, pass current 

thrcuj^v such a spot with only l /S or 1/4 of the original break-down voltage 

applied, therefore permitting easy read-back of information thus recorded. 
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A great amount of experimentation was carried on to perfect the 

electrical punching and reading system** using various modifications of 

vacuuta-tube-controlled spark co i l s , radio—frequency-lnitSated arcs, and 

tryratron-controlled discharges* All of these arrangements were found to 

funodtlott. However* from an engineering standpoint the last appears to be 

the most suitable, and th i s will be described in detail* 

One other point which must be considered in addition to the high 

punching rate is that the mechanism must be capable of producing accurate

ly located holes. This Is required because the rm&mrB ca a card mast be 

kept in perfect synchronism with the numbers on the abaci} that i s , the 

f i rs t places in the numbers on a card must appear a t the punching (or 

reading) point at the same time that the f irs t places ca the abaci appear 

at the f i r s t brush se t , and likewise for a l l subsequent places. This 

necessitates gearing the card-handling mechanisms to the abaci shaft in 

order that a fixed phasal relationship and proper speed be maintained. 

The design cal ls for sets of rol ls to drive the cards and a oas-drivan 

feed-in device, which mechanisms are well known In the computing machine 

art and appear to be fairly straightforward* 

The circuit shown in Figure 3 i s used to obtain and control a punch

ing voltage. 

-710 K 

tCor*/ 

JT/ecJroc/es 

Ffg.^t 
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The transformer supplies a peak voltage of 6,000 v o l t s . The phase of t h i s 

v o l t a ^ i s so adjustsd tha t i t i* near i t s peak in the indicated direct ion 

at the instant when the f i r s t brush set i s touched by a row of contacts on 

the abac i . The thyratron Tg i s normally held blocked, and ie controlled 

by the corresponding computer element through an Intermediate tube t«e If 

the reading brush touches a negatively charged contact the point x changes 

In the negative d i rec t ion , blocking f and allowing the thyratron t o ionise, 

Al ost the e n t i r e peak voltage of the transformer immediately appears across 

the card, Which breaks down a t ones and allows an arc t o be formed, h* 

purpose ef B^ i s t© l imit the resul t ing cur ren t . The purpose ef Eg i s t o 

s t a b i l i s e the c i rcu i t just before the tube ionises} otherwise there would 

be two open c i r c u i t s in s e r i e s , with a possible indefini te voltage d i s t r i 

but ion. The arc automatically extinguishes i t s e l f approximately one 

quarter of a cyole a f t e r beginning because the voltage wave passes through 

sere a t t h i s time* These points a re i l l u s t r a t ed in Figure 4 , 

Vo/Joae. Wave 

It might be thought that with the card moving at the rate of 8 or 10 

inches saw second the holes would be lenethoned in the direction of motion} 

however, this is not the case, since the arc is pulled along by the motion 
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of the oard and continues to pass through at the point where the break-down 

f irst occurred. 

Thirty Such circuits are required* one for each abacus. However, a 

coffifac- transformer may be used* It hae also been found possible to use 

high-vacuum tubes in similar circuits* though thyratrons seem to be more 

suitable. 

Card reading. The process of removing information from a eard i s 

called readi.-ig. This i s a comparatively simple process when, the oard has 

been punched e lec tr ica l ly , since i t merely requires the test ing in proper 

sequence of each possible hole-position with a voltage which i s low enough 

not to puncture the eard normally* but high enough to force an appreciable 

current through any point which has been broken down previously, The ratio 

of the punching voltage to the reading voltage may be made as hl#i as tnree 

or four with the proper card material* thu* precluding the poseiblity of 

an accidental puncture by the reading voltage* 

In reading* the oard i* mewed along between electrodes by exactly the 

same sort of mechanism* a* used for punching, Seek set of electrodes i s 

connected as ahown in Figure 6 to i t s corresponding asm* 

Allied ft 
Addition 

F/9.S 
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The voltage i s thrown on at the proper time by means of a thyratron and 

has the wave shape shown in the diagram in order t o make more precise the 

t id ing of the reading impulees. The resistance B serves t o limit the 

current , and the neon bulb H prevents the voltage across condenser c from 

becoming too high. I t i s apparent tha t should a hole exis t between the 

e lect rodes , a negative impulse, corresponding t o a one, enters the addi 

t i o n input section of the asm. A* with t he punching device, the sam* 

voltage source suffices for a l l t h i r t y se t s of e lec t rodes , 

^* I j a B g t en Conversion 

In order t o f a c i l i t a t e entry of or iginal Information and removal of 

f inal r e su l t s by the operator i t i s desirable t o have automatic conversion 

within the machine between th s base-two am the base-ten number systems, 

Three d i s t inc t devices are required! ( i ) a base-ten card-reading device, 

(2) a base-ten keyboard, and (5) a set of base-ten d ia l s for recording 

f inal r e s u l t s . In conjunction with these a mechanical conversion t ab le 

connecting the two number systems i s required} t h i s wi l l be described 

f i r s t , then the other devices. 

Conversion t a b l e , Any number i s represented by a set of e l ec t r i ca l 

charges on the abacus condensers* Suppose the number ten i s t o be placed 

on an abacus} t h i s mean* tha t a l l condensers except the l a s t four must be 

posit ive (sero) and t ha t the l a s t four be charged as followst - + - + , 

tha t i s , 1010, This can be accomplished by ro ta t ing with the abacus a 

d*"vlee carrying two contact studs which are so positioned tha t the f i r s t 

touches a brush when the second place on the abacus Is being recharged, and 

the second touches the brash when the fourth place on the abacus i s being 

recharged. Figure 6 i l l u s t r a t e s t i l s schematically. 
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The contact studs on the converter are maintained at a negative 

potential and the brushes connect to the addition terminal B of the asm. 

It Is apparent that any other number might be placed on the abacus by 

merely arranging contact studs properly on the converter. For converting 

from base ten to base two, the most convenient numbers to represent on the 

converter are 1* 2* 3, . .10, 20* 30,..100, 200, 300. , , , up to 1016 in the 

present ease} that i s , the uni ts , tens* hundreds, e t c . This requires 136 

combination* of contacts* Which in the present machine are mounted radially 

in ths surface of a cylinder ten inches long. To place any number on an 

abaous* i t is only necessary to close a switch (by means of the base tea 

card or keyboard) connecting the proper converter brush to the asm. 

Base ten eard reading mechanism. In order to allow large amounts of 

information to be rapidly placed in the machine It was decided to use the 

standard cards of the punehed-eard tabulating equipment* These cards con

ta in sate of hole-possibilities arranged in rows and columns, the position 

in a column indicating the digit and ths position in a row indicating the 

place in the number. Thus the number 1562, for instance, i s represented 

by holes punched as shown in Figure ?• 
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Fig* 7 
In reading such a card into the present machine the card is placed 

on a stationary matrix consisting ef an insulating plate which contains 

rows and columns of contacts, the e ntaots being spaced to correspond to 

the hole-possibilities on the oard, Each contact is connected to the 

corresponding converter brush} l . e , , the contact in the units row and the 

number one column connects to the number one brueh, e tc , A movable set of 

electrieelly-conneeted brushes i s arranged to slide along over the card in 

such a laanner that wherever there i s a hole in the card* the brueh in that 

column touches the contact below the hole. The movement of the bru*h 

assembly takes place during the vacant part of the cycle} during the active 

part of the cycle the assembly remain* stationary over one of the rows, 

with one of i t s brushes touching the uncovered contact in that row, 

Suppo** the number 1582, used In the previous i l lustrat ion, is to bo 

transferred to an abacus, Ths sequence of events is as followst During 

the f i rs t cycle after the eard has been placed on the matrix, the 

brush assembly is above the units row, and the number two brush is in 
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oontaet, closing the circuit between the asm addition terminal and the 

number two converter brush. At the end of th i s cycle the abacus has re

ceived charges from the converter corresponding to the number two. The 

brush assembly moves to the tens row during the vacant period* and for the 

next cycle the eight brush touches the contact which i s connected to the 

80 convert or. Owing to the action of the asm* 80 i s added to the two 

already in the abacus. During the next cycle 500 Is added, and during the 

next* 1000* so that after four cycles the abacus carries the desired num

ber* 1582, Use of 80-plaee cards and a five-section matrix allow* five 

15-plaee numbers to be entered simultaneously and the entire process re

quires only 15 seconds* 

A base-ten keyboard, which permits manual operation, functions in a 

ma ner similar to the card system but th i s i s of relatively l i t t l e import

ance, and i t s detai ls wi l l not be included here. 

Base-ten d ia l s . The base-ten dials for recording final results consist 

ef 15 dials each containing numerals from 0 through 9 and each corresponding 

to one place in the number. These dials are electromagnetleally driven and 

interlocked in a manner t o be explained la ter . 

In transferring numbers from the abacus to the dia ls a division process 

by power* of ten i s carried out, making use of the fact that any base-ten 

number of N places may be expressed as a.lO^-f b.lO**1-^ c^lO*"2^. , , , , 

where a, b, e ore the digi ts of the number. Arrangements are made to auto

matically subtract from the number on the abacus the base two equivalents 

of powers of ten (through the conversion table) starting with 1 0 ^ The I 

dial records the number of times (one time per cycle) that 10" i s subtracted* 

When 10 has been subtracted once too many times* the number remaining on 
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the abacus becomes negative and* acting through a special control c i rcui t , 

causes the asm to cease subtracting 10s and t e begin adding 10 *"*. (*his is 

preferable to the more obvious and usual step of adding 10!} back on to the 

number once and then cubtracting ID**) . The (8-1) dial records nine minus 

the number of times 10 "*1 i s added* and by a mechanical interlock drops the 

I dial back one step to i t s correct reading, When 10s*1 has been added 

enough times to make the number on the abacus positive* the asm i s shifted 

to subtract and begins subtracting 10 . The same process is repeated 

until the number on the abacus has disappeared* at which time the base-ten 

dials will show the correct base-ten expression for the number formerly on 

abacus as a base-two number* 
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6, Miscellaneous Details 

It must be remembered that the foregoing description has necessarily 

omitted a considerable number of small details* which wil l be l isted here. 

High-speed (300 rpm) commutator* are u*ed la conjunction with the 

carry-over devices to time the charging and reading* for the "boosting* of 

the abaci and carry-over condensers during charging periods, and for period

ically discharging the condensers on the addition input of the asm's. The 

low-speed (60 rpm) eommutators discharge the carry-over devices at the end 

of each cycle to prevent carry-over into the f i rs t place from the l a s t , and 

provide impuleas for holding switch*** e t c . 

The automatic controls shift numbers around the ka* change the asm'* 

from add to subtract as required* indicate whether any given abacus carries 

a positive or negative number* and halt operation* whenever a result or 

sub-result is reached. In designing these controls free use has been made 

of vacuum tubes to obtain the high operating speeds which th i s machine re 

quires. 

The manual controls include power switches* a keyboard* switches for 

controlling the start of various eperatl as (such as card punching or read

ing), routing switches to select the particular abacus on which any number 

i s to be placed, and a flexible arrangement of plugs and jacks to provide 

for special setups, 

7* ^Pffiiantloa of the .ssaohln* to Systems of Ltesar Algebraic Equations. 

A few details will new be given of the application of th i s machine to 

the principal problem for which i t is intended. The data giving the co

efficients will come to the machine punched on standard base-ten cards. 

If there are thir ty coefficients including the constant term *ix standard 
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cards wi l l be required for each equation. These numbers wi l l be automatical

ly converted to the base-two system and then t ransferred t o the ka cylinder. 

The ca cylinder w i l l then reoeive the coefficients of another equation. The 

negative coefficients on the base-ten cards w i l l oarry a special punching 

that wi l l make the corresponding asm subtract them In the conversion process, 

thus yielding t h e i r complements. We thus have the ooeffielents of one equa

t i on on the ka ' s and another on the o a ' e . The switch S, i s closed and a sub

t r ac t ion process i s started and carried out un t i l the control attached t o 

one of the ca ' s indicates a oarry through. Automatically the shift operates 

and addit ion takes place u n t i l there i s again a oarry through on the same oa, 

e t c . This process i s quite similar to the conversion from base two to base 

t en and in part the same controls are used. I t serves t o eliminate one co

efficient from the record on the oa ' s and the resu l t s are punched on a base-

two oard. After the same coefficient has been eliminated from a sufficient 

number of pairs of equations the process i s repeated with the control 

attached to another oa, thus eliminating another coeff ic ient . 

In the end there i s lef t the ooeffieient of one unknown and the constant 

term. An elimination between t h i s equation and one from the previous set 

that con; ains two unknowns yie lds an equation with the coefficient of another 

unknown and another constant term, e t c . The quotient of the constant term 

by the unknown yields the value of the unknown in each ease . 

®" Progress in Construction and Design. 

Substantial progress has been made in the construction of the machine, 

part of which may be seen in the accompanying photographs. Fig. 11 shows a 

general view of the en t i re machine as of August 8, 1940, This shows the 
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welded angle-iron frame, the two abaci cylinders in place on t h e i r shaft , 

the rack into which a l l 30 aem's may be plugged* a voltage-regulated bias 

supply, the 100-ampere filament transformer and the d-c driving motor ( to be 

replaced by a synchronous motor and a gear d r ive ) . Fig, 10 i s a close-up 

view from the rear* shewing c lear ly how the connections from the asm plug-In 

sockets are brough up through the channel* in the rack t o terminal block*. 

Top and bottom views of an asm are shown in Fig, 8, These uni t s a r e 

extremely compact* measuring five inches by seven inches* yet containing 

seven tube* and 45 r e s i s t o r s . The 30 aem's and the 30 ho lder - sh i f t e r -c i r 

cuit e required for the e n t i r e machine have been completed (August 14* 1940), 

A close-up view of one of the abaci cylinders i s shown in Fig, 9* Bach 

of the cylinders has been f i l l e d with 1600 small paper condensers, with the 

outer end of each condenser connected t o a contact stud and the Inner ends 

connected together and brought out through the mounting plates* The space 

near the periphery, in which the eoadeneere are mounted, contains a high 

grade of wax for moisture protection* The inner space* about f ive inches 

in diameter, i s empty* The manufacturer of the condensers has stated that 

Since the cr.ndenser* are being operated a t about IC$ of t h e i r rated voltag* 

t h e i r l i f e should be indef ini te ly long} however* i t w i l l be possible t o r e 

place any condenser in the remote event tha t a defect develops. As an addi 

t i ona l precaution* two spare abaci have been placed in each cyl inder , 

A t e s t setup of an abacus* asm* and converter was made In January, 1S40, 

This arrangement performed perfectly and allowed actual t e s t s under working 

conditions t o be given the various components, 

While a great deal of work is yet t o be done the de t a i l s of a l l t ha t r e 

mains have been carefully thought out and in aost oases ac tual working designs 

have been made* i t i s believed tha t t i e two major d i f f i c u l t i e s have been sur

mounted — the perfection of the asm design and the e l e c t r i c a l system of r e 

cording da ta . 
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FI8A8CIAL STATEME8T 

In the Spring of 1939 when It was deeired to begin acre active work on 

this project a sum of 1650 was requested of and granted by the Iowa State 

College Research Council, During the winter and spring of 1940* I110 was 

allowed by the Dean of the Science Division of Iowa State College for th* 

purchase of additional material. In the Spring of 1940 the B**eareh 

Council made a further grant of $700 to continue work on the machine. On 

September 15* 1940 the account will roughly stand as followsi 

Receipts 

Research Council Spring* 1989 i860 

Bean Gaskill Winter, 1940 110 

Research Council Spring, 1940 700 

,1, 

HI •Tim aniMnt • 

•V* Berry* Scseareh Assistant ship held 1939-40 480 

Mr* Berry* full time services* Summer 1940 300 

College Instrument Shop* services 90 

Materials Doo 

Balance* Trees* Iowa State Colleg* 330 

$1*460 

In addition Iowa Stat* College has housed the project and furnished i t s 

various faci l i t ies free except for the services of the College instrument 

Shop which i s on a s t r ic t budgetary basis. I t is expected that such aids 

will be continued. It will be noted that no part of the wri ter 's personal 

services have been charged to t h i s project* 
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I t i s the purpose of the wr i t e r t o secure a grant of $6*000 in addit ion 

to t he balance already a l lo ted to the project* t o be used during the next two 

years t o complete the construction of t h i s machine* and t o t e s t and perfect 

i t under actual operating condit ions. A t en ta t ive budget follows! 

For personnel ac t ively employed in the design, preparation of 
drawings* actual construction and t e s t i n g of the machine, $1900 
For t h e services of t h e College Instrument Shop* or other 
similar organisations* in the execution of ce r ta in de t a i l s 
of f ins mechanical construction* for example the card handling 
nachanlem and the card reading matrix. 1000 

For t he purchase of materials such as vacuus tubes* thyratron*, 
wire , condensers, r e s i s to r* , brass bakel i te and s t e e l fabricated 
in standard forms* one synchronous motor, gearing, base-ten 
counter dials* keyboard* e t c , 920 

To establ ish two research ass i s tan tsh ips of $540 each* t h e 
recipients t o be graduate students in applied mathematics or 
mathematical physic*, t o apply tits machine t o ac tua l problems 
and thus provide the background for the perfection of the device, 1080 

For mechanical revisions necessitated by prac t ica l considerat ions, 
upkeep, repai rs 430 

$5,330 

An effort has been made to make t h i s budget as accurate an estimate a* 

possible of the cost of placing Hii* machine in to useful , productive operation. 

To refute the possible feeling that there has been too much provision for the 

revision and perfection of t h e machine a f t e r i t i s completed* one has only t o 

inform him*elf of t h e number of ra ther excellent projects tha t have been or

phaned because of insufficient funds for t h i s purpose. At the same time* i t 

i s fe l t tha t the proposed budget i s adequate. I t has been checked by Mr, 

Clifford Berry as well as the wr i t e r and both are engineering graduates with

out i l lus ions as t o the cost of mechanical construction, however* i t would 

have seemed absolutely impossible to the wri ter two years ago t o have de

signed and o nstruoted a computing machine of so large a capacity on so small 

a budget* 


